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Discounted additive functionals of Markov processes

Martin BAXTER

Statistical Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 1 SB.

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,
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ABSTRACT. - When taking the long term time average of the occupation
measure of a Markov process, traditionally the uniform time average has
been used. In this paper, we derive results for more general average shapes,
such as the exponential discount. We obtain large-deviation results and even
stronger density asymptotics for small rates of discount. A strong law and
a central limit theorem are also proved.

R6SUM6 - Les fonctionnelles additives ponderees des processus de
Markov. La moyenne a long terme de la mesure d’occupation d’un
processus Markovien est traditionnellement calculee en utilisant une

moyenne uniforme. Nous etudions ici quelques formes plus générales
de moyennes, telles que la ponderation exponentielle. Nous obtenons un
resultat de grandes deviations ainsi que le comportement asymptotique de
la densite dans le cas d’un taux de ponderation petit. Enfin, nous prouvons
une loi forte et un theoreme central limite.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much study has been made of the time averages of random processes.
Most of this effort has been directed towards the Cesaro average which

weights times uniformly up to a finite horizon. In this paper, we shall derive
Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques - 0246-0203
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624 M. BAXTER

some results about more general averages. The initial motivation was the
exponential discount (we will call this the Abel average), which appears
frequently in the contexts of, among others, systems control and models
of financial markets. The techniques developed, however, extend easily to
other shapes of discount.

In this paper we will push forward two strands of inquiry that have been
developed in proceeding work. The generality that we will obtain should
strictly encompass the existing material and can be read on its own, though
reference will be made to earlier papers when a proof is essentially the
same as one before.

For general results about the large-deviations behaviour of discounted
occupation times of processes, in Section 2 we will build on Section (a) of
Baxter and Williams [2] and on Baxter [3]. Previously we knew that the
large-deviation property held for the Abel discounted average of a general
finite-state Markov chain, and we will fully extend this to completely
general discounts of chains and partially extend further to a wide class
of Markov processes. We discover that although the large-deviation rate
function of the discounted average can be written in terms of that for the

Cesaro, the rate is often different for a different discount. We also derive
results about the smoothness and finiteness of the rate function which are
used in the next Section to prove a central limit theorem.

Finally we shall go beyond the limited approximation precision of the
large-deviation property and give an asymptotic expansion of the density
of the distribution itself, following from the density studies of Section (b)
of Baxter and Williams [2]. This again is now performed for general
discounted averages of finite-state Markov chains. We also notice a pattern
in the differential equations we worked with, and hypothesize about their
full solutions and other generalizations.
The main objects studied are the Cesaro and Abel averages of a process

X. Both are random measures of unit mass on the set S, the state space
of X. The former is defined as

For any density m on ~0, oo ) , that is for rrL in L i ( f~+ ) , the Abel average
Aa is

The two main results of the paper are:

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



625DISCOUNTED ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF MARKOV PROCESSES

THEOREM A. - Suppose that X is an irreducible Markov chain on a
finite state-space S, with Q-matrix Q. Then both Ct and Ax obey the
large-deviation principle with rate functions I and K respectively. That is
that

for F and G respectively closed and open subsets of M := Ml (S).
Additionally, K is related to I by the equation

where I * and K* are the Legendre transforms (convex conjugates) of I
and K, satisfying

THEOREM B. - Additionally, if m is of bounded variation, then the density
of Aa on M under the law starting X at i, f i can be written as

where HK is the Hessian of K taken with respect to M, z(x) is the positive
eigenvector of Q + and the residue term r~ goes to 1 in
the sense that Ta(x) dx converges weakly to dx on Int(M).

2. LARGE DEVIATIONS

We will work with general discount shapes and positive recurrent

processes. Let X be a stochastic process with state-space E and invariant

Vol. 32, n° 5-1996. 
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626 M. BAXTER

distribution 7r. In the Cesaro case we would expect some sort of ergodic
theorem such as

for all measurable subsets F of E. Then Ct takes values in lV.h (E), the
space of probability measures on E. We might also have a large-deviation
result, which we can think of for the moment as the slogan

for some rate function I, with I( 7r) = 0. The space Mi(E) and the
continuous bounded functions on E, Cb(E) are in duality via the bracket,
(v, v) = IE v(x)v(dx). A related slogan is that of the Laplace transform

where 8 and I are related by Legendre transformation (convex conjugation),
in that

Our program will be to study, for any discount density m in Li ([~+),
the average

We will show that 7r as A goes to 0, and that the large-deviation
principle holds with rate K whose Legendre transform ~ is given by the
equation

This is actually the same as the q-equation at (1.16) in Baxter and Williams
[2] (with discount mt = e-t) and at Theorem C in Baxter [3] (with discount
mt = (1 - t)’~), but (5) is a more natural formulation.

Standard set-up. - Let X be an ergodic Feller-Dynkin Markov process
on a locally compact Polish space E, with generator L. We define the

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



627DISCOUNTED ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF MARKOV PROCESSES

Cesaro average Ct and the general average Aa by (1) and (4) respectively.
Then Ct and A03BB converge to 03C0, the invariant distribution of X, with respect
to the weak topology on 11i11(Ej, that is, in the sense of (1). A sufficient
condition for the former limit is that, as in 8.11.2 of Bingham et al. [5], ~r
is a limiting distribution of the transition semigroup (Pt). The latter limit
follows from the former by a similar Li-continuity argument to that which
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. Deuschel and Stroock [6] show
that under an assumption of uniform ergodicity the large-deviation property
holds for Ct with rate function I defined on Mi (E). That is that

for F and G respectively closed and open subsets of Ml (E). We learn
from 4.2.17 of Deuschel and Stroock [6] that

where 8 and I are convex functions satisfying (2) and (3). Further there
are, by 4.2.27 and 4.2.38 of Deuschel and Stroock [6], explicit expressions
for 8 and I as

As in Baxter and Williams [2] we shall be particularly interested in
the case where X is a Markov chain on a finite state-space S with Q-
matrix Q. Then 8(v) = sup{Re(z) : z E spect(Q + V)}, where V denotes
the diagonal matrix diag(v) and spect(.) denotes spectrum (here the set
of eigenvalues). This expression for 8 also holds in the general Markov
process setting, if the generator L is x-symmetric.
We begin by proving a result whose first part is similar to one remarked

by Kifer [9] in the context of the large-deviations of the averages of
dynamical systems, but it is the second part which will be more useful

Vol. 32, n° 5-1996.



628 M. BAXTER

in our further work. In earlier papers we derived a differential equation
by the self-similarity of discount shapes such as e-t, but it is enough to
study the shifts of the discount along the time-axis, which provides a useful
one-dimensional parameterisation.

THEOREM 1. - Suppose that X is an FD Markov process on a space E,
with generator L, and m is any density on ~0, oo ), and for x in E and v
in Cb(E) the limit b(v) = lim x A log ~x exp ds exists uniformly
in x on E. If we define ~p by

where Bt is the shift operator Bt f (s) = f (t + s), then

Further, ~p(~, t, ~, v) is in the domain of Land ~p(x, ~, a, v) is differentiable
and 

_

Proof of Theorem 1. - We prove the first part using continuity arguments.
If we define

then sup x ~H(~, x, a) - 8(av)1 [ goes to 0 as A does. We start by proving
the general average limit for m of the form

where {(ai, bi)} are disjoint intervals in I~+ and ci &#x3E; 0. Set

and define ~Z ( x ) . Then for A sufficiently small [  E

uniformly in x. Thus

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



629DISCOUNTED ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF MARKOV PROCESSES

and so we have the right upper bound. Similarly we have the lower bound.
Let us now define := La(m) . :=

03BB log E exp I03BB (zn), and J(m) := ~~0 6(mtv) dt. Then [
is bounded m2~1 uniformly in w, and hence 

has the same bound. Because |03B4(v1) - 03B4(v2)|  the

same bound also dominates .I~77L2~I. This Li-continuity and
(careful) application of monotone class theorems let us generalize firstly to
all bounded m of compact support and then to all m in 

For the differential equation, we need only apply the Feynman-Kac
formula to the space-time process 5$ := (Xt, Tt), where Tt = To + t, which
has generator L + dt. Taking A = 1 for simplicity, for v in Cb(E), we
define vy on Cb(E x R+) by := rrztv(x), and

Without loss of generality we can assume that v is non-negative, because
if (11) and (12) hold for some v, then they hold for all vectors of the
form v + al, where 1 is the constant vector ( 1,1, ... ,1 ) . This shifting
identity follows from the fact that 8(v + a1) = 8(v) + a, a property which
17 inherits. Then the semigroup P~’ defined by

has generator Lv :- as seen in, for example, III.39 of Williams
[12]. Then if we set t)) := t,1, v), which is continuous in t,
we have that

_ = (16)
Thus I)cp = 0, implying that ~p is in the domain of Lv and is
annihilated by it. The equation Lv 03C6 = 0 is exactly (12). D

We note that in the case of X a standard Brownian motion and the

exponential discount mt = e-t and v(x) = I(x &#x3E; 0), then (12) is

equation (3.5) of Baxter and Williams [ 1 ] .

COROLLARY 2. - Suppose that X is an irreducible Markov chain on a
finite state-space S, with Q-matrix Q, and m is any density on ~0, oo ), and
A~, is defined by (4), then the large-deviation property analogue of (6) holds
for A~, with rate function K,

Vol. 32, n° 5-1996.



630 M. BAXTER

for F and G respectively closed and open subsets of ~. The rate function
K relates to the r~ of (11 ) through the following equations:

where M := Mi(9) == {(xi)ini=1 : 03A3ixi = 1, x &#x3E; 0}.

Proof of Corollary 2. - We are in the context of Theorem 1 because X
will satisfy condition (U) of 4.2.7 of Deuschel and Stroock [6], which is
sufficient for the limit 6 to exist as required by the theorem. The large-
deviation property and (18) come from theorem II.2 of Ellis [7]. In his

language, t is our v, Y,t is our c~ (~) is and c(-)
is our r~(~). As r~ is defined and differentiable on the whole of it meets

Ellis’ "steep" hypothesis. From (11), r~ inherits the (strict) convexity and
differentiability of 6, which gives (19). D

We complete this Section with a pair of results about the large-deviation
rate function K. The former of these is in the spirit of Proposition D of
Baxter and Williams [2] and identifies the points where the various suprema
in Legendre transforms (18) and (19) are achieved. This leads to central
limit results and the major result of the next Section.

PROPOSITION 3. - Under the conditions of Corollary 2, K is finite, twice
differentiable and strictly convex on Int(M), and the supremum of (18) is
attained uniquely (up to multiples of 1) at v = and the supremum

of (19) is attained uniquely 

Proof of Proposition 3. - It is immediate from its definition that

-~ 1 as - oo with v &#x3E; 0. But as also ~6(v)~ ~ 
the Dominated Convergence theorem gives us that goes to 1

as well. Take x E Int(M) and suppose there exists a sequence of vectors
(vn) such that

Without loss of generality we can replace (vn ) by (vn - (minivn(i))1),
because + a1) == + a, and thus assume that the (vn) are positive,
with at least one zero co-ordinate. The sequence must still get infinitely
large, but

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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which is large and negative for large n, contradicting our supposition of
K(x) = oo.
As remarked in Corollary 2, r~ inherits the smoothness and the strict

convexity on 1-~ of b. Its continuity means that the supremum must be
attained at some finite point v(x), and the convexity gives the uniqueness.
The differentiability shows that the maximizing v will be the solution of

= x. We can expand v around an x as v(x + E) = v(x) + H;lE
to see that

Thus K is twice differentiable, v(x) is a multiple of 1, and
K is locally (and hence globally) strictly convex. (Technical note: we are
regarding the Hessian of ri, as an automorphism of 11.) By the above
x = is a solution of (19), and the strict convexity of K shows
it is unique. D

In the simple example studied in Section (d) of Baxter and Williams [2],
the rate function was calculated exactly as K(x) which

is infinite on the boundary of M, whilst the Cesaro rate function I is finite
everywhere. Note that we can see that I is finite in the general Corollary 2
situation by considering equation (9). We shall have further remarks about
this example in the next Section, but for the moment we derive a necessary
and sufficient condition for K to be everywhere finite or infinite.

PROPOSITION 4. - Under the conditions of Corollary 2, the rate function
K is either everywhere finite or everywhere infinite on the boundary of .H
according as to whether the support of the discount function m is of finite
or infinite (Lebesgue) length.

Proof of Proposition 4. - Firstly let us define V+ to be the space of
elements of ( U~ + ) n which have at least one zero component. We note that
AV+ = V+ for any positive A, which is a feature we shall use later. For x
in Int(M), we take vx to be the unique choice in V+ of the v 
in Proposition 3. In fact the pair (VK, represents a homeomorphism
between Int(M) and V+. Then x so by taking the gradient of
(11), we can write x as

Then because

Vol. 32, nO 5-1996.



632 M. BAXTER

As vx is the optimal v in (18), we can express K(.x) as

Thus, for an upper bound,

and so K is bounded on all of M if the support of m, supp(m), is compact.
The rate function I is only 0 in M at 7r, and ~b only takes the value 7r in
V+ at 0. Thus from (22) we have the lower bound

Now as x tends towards 9M, the boundary of M, the vector vx tends to
infinity in Y+. So if m has unbounded support, then K (x) tends to infinity
as x tends to The intuition, of course, is that X can with positive
probability avoid hitting a certain state for all times in a finite length set
but not for all times in an infinite length set. D

3. MORE EXACT RESULTS FOR MARKOV CHAINS

Our aim is to obtain a sharper version of (11) for finite Markov chains,
and then to derive more terms of the asymptotic expansion of the density
of Aa.
The initial case studied in Baxter and Williams [2] was of a symmetrizable

(reversible) Markov chain and a smooth discount density m. It turns out that
m need only be of bounded variation (see below), but for technical ease we
shall give the proof first in the case where m is also absolutely continuous.
More interestingly, the symmetrizability is seen now to have only been

needed to make one of the eigenvalues of Q real and its corresponding
eigenvector orthogonal to the others. This in fact happens automatically
because every (non-diagonal) element of Q is non-negative (we say that
Q is essentially non-negative). The following theorem collects all the facts
about non-negative matrices that we will need.

THEOREM 5. - Let R be an essentially non-negative n x n matrix. Let b be
its principal eigenvalue (the one with greatest real part). Then b is itself real,
and its corresponding eigenvector is non-negative and no other is positive.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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If, in addition, R is irreducible (in the stochastic sense), then b is simple, its
eigenvector is strictly positive and no other is non-negative, and there exists
a real diagonal matrix F with positive elements such that S : = 03B4I - F-1 RF
has a simple eigenvalue zero, with an orthogonal eigenprojection P, and
that, for some positive a

(Where ( , ) and ]] ]] are the standard inner product and its norm on Rn,
and an orthogonal projection P satisfies PT - p2 - P.)

Proof of Theorem 5. - For the first parts see the Perron-Frobenius theorem
in, for example, theorem 1.5 of Seneta [11] or theorems 1.7.5 and 1.7.10 of
Kato [8]. For the existence of F see Theorem B of Baxter [3], which itself
is adapted from theorem 1.7.13 of Kato [8]. D

We recall that the variation of a measurable function x : [0, oo ) ~ R
on [a, b] is defined as

where the supremum is taken over all partitions: a = to  tl  ...  tn = b
of [a, b~ . We say that x is of finite variation (FV) if t) is finite for all
t, and that x is of bounded variation (BV) if Yx (0, ~) :- limt~~ Yx (o, t)
is finite. An absolutely continuous BV function is the partial integral of a
function in L 1 ( 0, oo ) . (My thanks to James Norris for correcting a previous
mis-statement here. )
We can now begin by strengthening ( 11 ):

THEOREM 6. - Let X be an irreducible continuous-time Markov chain
on a finite set S, with Q-matrix Q. Let m be a non-negative absolutely
continuous density on ~0, oo ) of bounded variation. Then, if X starts in state
i and v is 

where is as in (11 ) and w(v) is the positive eigenvector of Q + V and
o( 1 ) tends to 0 locally uniformly in v as 03BB goes to 0.

Proof of Theorem 6. - The chain has an invariant distribution ~-, but we
do not need to assume that Q is 03C0-symmetric. We will aim to get a uniform
bound for all v in some compact subset VK of and for a fixed m such

Vol. 32, n° 5-1996.



634 M. BAXTER

that Vm (0, Kv . Since Theorem 1 gives us the asymptotic exponential
size of p, it is sensible to discount it by the same, by defining

Then ~ satisfies the vector differential equation transformed from (12)

where R(v) is 6(v)I - (Q + V) which has a simple eigenvalue at 0,
and all its other eigenvalues have positive real part. From Theorem 5,
there exists a real diagonal matrix F(v) with positive elements, such that
S(v) :== F-1(v)R(v)F(v) has an orthogonal eigenprojection P(v) onto
the space spanned by the strictly positive eigenvector y(v) corresponding
to the eigenvalue zero. Further there exists a positive a(v) such that (23)
holds, that is

where ( , ) and ] ] ] are the standard inner product and its norm on IRS. Kato
[8], or otherwise, tells us that R, S, F, P, y and a are smooth in v with
bounded derivatives on VK . Let ~o : - infvEVK a(v), which is positive. We
now fix v, although our bounds will still be uniform, and write Ra for

R(av), and so on. We can choose the normalisation of F uniquely such
that Fo = and = 0, and by choosing = 1

we ensure that = 0 and ~/o = 

As in Baxter [3], we change bases appropriately by defining

The differential equation (27) now becomes

where ~Ia :_ Then by taking the inner product of (30) with x
we can produce a differential inequality in the norm of ~,

where Ki := the supremum taken over the range cx E 

and v E V K. Whence we deduce that x is uniformly bounded in t and A

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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by KX : - exp(Ki Kv ) . Now we split x up according to the decomposition
I = P~ C (I - Pa), and define x- (t) := (I - Pr,.z(t))xt. We differentiate
~_, using (30), to get

Taking the inner product of this with x- itself, we derive the inequality

where K2 := sup with the supremum taken over the same range as

Ki . Which we can integrate to get the upper bound

And so we see that x_ (t, ~) tends to 0 as a tends to 0 for all finite t,
though note that the convergence is not necessarily uniform in t. Finally we
consider the component of x in the ym direction, A) :_ (x(t, A), 
which is governed by the differential equation obtained from (30)

where we used the fact that PJy = Py’ = 0. Then

which, by the Dominated Convergence theorem, tends to 0 uniformly in
t as A goes to 0. So

and F(v)y(v) = w(v), where w(v) is the positive eigenvector of Q + V,
with the normalisation that w(0) = 1 and is orthogonal to the
positive eigenvector of QT + In the case where Q is 03C0-symmetrizable

= then the normalisation condition becomes = 1,
where D

The next theorem removes the restriction that m need be continuous, but
takes us into the technicalities of FV functions. The casual reader can pass
this by without disadvantage.

Vol. 32, n° 5-1996.
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An FV function can be written as the difference of two increasing
functions, that is

where

And so x has only countably many discontinuities (though they may even
be dense), and thus can be taken to be an R-function (right-continuous with
left limits). We shall take all our functions to be R-functions. We adapt
the calculus from the left-continuous integrands of V.18 of Rogers and
Williams [10] (changing some signs) to give the formulae

(Decomposition)

(Integration by parts)

(Ito’ s formula)

where x and y are FV and f is C1, Axt is xt - and x~ and xa denote

the continuous and purely discontinuous parts of x respectively. There
is an expression for xa as As x+ and x- are increasing
they induce positive a-finite Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures on (0,00), via
x+ (a, b~ = xt. So we can associate x with the (signed) measure
of their difference. We write d~t = dxt - dxt:. We will also use the
notation |dxt| for dxt + dxt = The differential expressions above
are symbolic, being merely shorthand for integral expressions.
We will also use an FV exponential result in that if x is BV and

Another useful result follows from integration by parts, in that

THEOUM 7. - Theorem 6 remains true if m is a discontinuous non-negative
density of bounded variation.

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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Proof of Theorem 7. - We follow the proof of Theorem 6 exactly down
to (29), except that we take R, F, S and P to be functions of t rather than
v. We write G : = F -1, w : - Fy and w * : - G y, and take the normalisation
that = 1 ( ~ (w, w*) = 1) and (w, dw*~ = 0 ( 4=~ (dw, = 0).
Note that all these functions are BV. Then (30) becomes

So

by (39) and (38), for some constant Ki . Hence ~xt~ is uniformly bounded
in t by some constant Kx. Now using (40) and (39) we again work with the
components of x orthogonal to y,

for some constant K2. So a result of the same form as (34) holds. Finally
we find that

and we have a’ bound similar to that of (36), because (w, dw*) = 0.

Explicitly, wt is the positive eigenvector of Q + mt Tl with the normalisation
that = 1 and dwt is orthogonal to the positive eigenvector of

QT -f- mt_ Y D

We can calculate an exact expression for w.

LEMMA 8. - Let y(v) be the positive eigenvector of Q + V of constant
norm, with = 1. If w° :- and wt is the positive eigenvector
of QT + mt V satisfying = 1, then

Further wt = Wt ( v, rrt) is continuous in v.

Proof of Lemma 8. - If we set wt = then
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An application of (38) gives the expression for w. Elementary perturbation
results, in for example Kato [7], tell us that y is smooth in v and so

Thus the difference can be written as

Hence

where Kl := supKv~~y(V)~ + vx supKv ~v~ u~
and some constant KZ. Hence wt is (Lipschitz) continuous in v. D

THEOREM 9. - Let X be an irreducible continuous-time Markov chain on
a finite set S, with Q-matrix Q. Let m be a non-negative density on 
of bounded variation. Then where is the density of Aa on M under the
law starting X at i, the ( f ~) can be written as

where K is as defined by (18), HK denotes its Hessian taken with respect to
M, z(x) is the positive eigenvector of Q + and the residue

term r03BB goes to 1 as 03BB goes to 0, in the sense that

for all x in Int (M), and for F and G respectively closed and open bounded
subsets of 11.

Notes. - ( 1 ) We take the Hessian regarding K as a function on an open
subset of that is K(xl, ... , xn-1,1 - ~i 1 xi). See the example
at the end of this paper.

(2) Unfortunately we would really like to prove the result that

for suitable H, as A goes to 0. This could be proved if the integrand in our
control of r~ was + rather than + 

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



639DISCOUNTED ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS OF MARKOV PROCESSES

Proof of Theorem 9. - Theorem 6 can be taken as saying that for v in I~s,

is (asymptotically) a density on M, where wi(v) is the wo(v,m)(i)
of Lemma 8, and our will be If A~ under Pi has
the law then we can derive a central limit result by considering
Za := (AX - We see that for u in ~s,

using the local uniformity in v of the convergence of o(1). As ~ inherits
the smoothness of 8, we can expand it about v as

and hence deduce that

In other words

We can think of as the distribution of Aa conditioned in some way to
converge to but we do not make this formal. Proposition 3 provides
the interpretation of as the maximizing x in the Legendre transform.

Recall that a sequence of laws (vn) on a Polish space E converges to
a law v with respect to the weak topology on Mi(E) if (v, - (v, v)
for all v in Cb(E). Billingsley [4], 2.1, shows that this is equivalent to
each of the following

and
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Setting x = we recall from Proposition 3 that VK(x) is v, up to a
multiple of 1. The asymptotics of the density of ZX are given by

because

The normal distribution N(0; H~(v)) itself has density

as Proposition 3 tells us that HK = on M. By Lemma 1.45.1 of
Williams [12], if H is bounded and = 0 then

Hence by the equivalence of the above expressions for weak convergence,
the result is proved. D

The following Corollary is intended in the way of a remark, and was the
original statement of Theorem 9, but is now seen to be weaker, although
perhaps a more natural formulation.

COROLLARY 10. - Under the conditions of Theorem 9,

for F closed in Int(M) and G open in Int(M). In other words, r~’.~ (x) dx
converges weakly to dx on Int(M).

Proof of Corollary 10. - Take G open in Int(M), b small and positive
with Gs : _ ~ y E G : B(y, b ) C G) , and B a ball around 0, then by Fatou’ s
lemma and Fubini’ s theorem

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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Letting 6 tend to 0, we have one of our bounds. For some F closed in
Int(M), we need IB r~(x + dy to be uniformly bounded on F and
for A near 0. It is, and the bound is

Working with this F and with Fa := {y e M : d(,y, F)  b}, we can
show in a similar way that

and hence we are home. D

Some remarks.

(a) Were the r; to be equicontinuous (or some such condition) we would
have that r; (x) -~ 1 for all x and hence that f ~ (~) / f~ (~) -~ zi (x) (x)
and differs from moV’K(x) only by a multiple of 1, as
in Section (c) of Baxter and Williams [2], where the choice of VK(x) in
ker(6) was called g(x).
(b) Note that the proof of Theorem 9 gives us a central limit theorem
for Aa as

Taking a Taylor expansion of 6 about 0 and integrating we discover that
H~ (o) _ ~2 Hs (o), which is finite because m is in
both Li and 

Example. - (This case was first studied in Section (d) of Baxter and
Williams [2].) Suppose we have a Markov chain which is symmetric
and space-homogeneous, with Q-matrix 7rj - where 7r is a
distribution on a finite set S. The Cesaro large-deviation rate function is
I(x) = 1 - (~ and the exponentially discounted large-deviation
rate is I~(x) _ ~ ~i We found then that b(v) is the unique
root 8 in ( maxi ( vi - 1 ) , oo ) of
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and that 1J is given by = 6(v) - ~i ~ri log(6(v) + 1 - vi). We find
now that

Here we chose and to be in the kernel of 8. The distribution
of Aa can be calculated explicitly to be a multidimensional ~3-distribution
with density

Note that the Hessian of K on M is not the same as that derived from
the extension of K to R~, but by using any of the following co-ordinate
schemes:

where

or

where

What is happening here is that our choice of basis for evaluating the Hessian
corresponds to our choice of basis for integrating which was made back at
the start of Section (b) of Baxter and Williams [2]. The Ko representation
projects onto M and adds a strictly convex term which is perpendicular to
M. This representation is more natural, though cumbersome to calculate
with, and can be shown equivalent to any of the others by verifying that
the change of basis matrix has determinant one. Thus the Hessian (in the
Kn realisation) and its determinant are given by
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The normalisation of the eigenvector is that = 1, so it is given by

(The corresponding vector for the Cesaro case is We

can now calculate the residual functions using Stirling’s formula

where  K/x as x - oo for some constant K. It is thus

discovered that the residual functions r; (x) can be calculated and are
found to be independent of both i and x, and are of size 1 + 0(A).

Hypothesis 11. - We recall from Theorem C of Baxter and Williams [2]
that in the set-up of Theorem 9 with the exponential discount (mt = e-t),
the density f ~ satisfies the vector differential equation

where £ is the matrix differential operator £ = diag ( ~~ - 

Here we have changed the domain of f ~‘ from a subset of equivalent
to M, to a neighbourhood of M in Rn by extension. The operator £
is invariant to the extension chosen. If we discount f ~‘ by the known
large-deviation rate function K, that is by defining ga by

then

This compares with equation (27) which said that

where ~ is the discount of cp as defined by (26). The matrix R(v) has
a simple eigenvalue 0 and all other eigenvalues have positive real part.
We saw that ~ tended to a multiple of the 0-eigenvector of R(mtv) as A
went to 0, and also that g~ tended (in some sense) to z(x), which was the
0-eigenvector of We can formulate an analogue of (52) for the
general discount case as follows.
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Let us write Ax,t for 03BBM-1t~~003B8tm(03BBs)03B4xs ds, where Mt :=

ds, and f03BB,ti for the density of Ax,t if X starts in state z . Then
will satisfy the large-deviation property with rate function Kt, where

and we write f ~‘ ~ t as

Then

Again Theorem 9 tells us that g~‘~t tends (in some sense) to the 0-eigenvector,
z, of the matrix R. We hypothesize that the convergence is in fact pointwise.
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